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Summary

An investigation has been conducted to deter-

mine the internal performance of two exhaust sys-

tem concepts applicable to single-engine short-takeoff

and vertical-landing tactical fighter configurations.

These concepts involved blocking (or partially block-

ing) tail-pipe flow to the rear (cruise) nozzle and di-

verting it through an opening to a ventral nozzle for
vertical thrust. A set of variable-angle vanes at the

ventral nozzle exit was used to vary ventral nozzle

thrust angle between 45 ° and 110 ° relative to the

positive-axial-force direction. In the vertical flight

mode the rear nozzle (or tail-pipe flow to it) was com-
pletely blocked. In the transition flight mode flow

in the tail pipe was split between the rear and ven-

tral nozzles, and the flow was vectored at both exits

for aircraft control purposes throughout this flight

regime. In the cruise flight mode the ventral noz-

zle was sealed and all flow exited through the rear
nozzle.

The tests were conducted in the static test fa-

cility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel at

nozzle pressure ratios from 1.5 to 6.0 (measured in
the tail pipe ahead of the passage opening to the

ventral nozzle). The results arc presented as basic
nozzle internal performance data and consist of dis-

charge coefficient, internal thrust ratio, normal-force

ratio, pitching-moment ratio, resultant-thrust ratio,

and thrust vector angle. Ventral nozzle plume-total-

pressure surveys indicate that plume-total-pressure

decay with distance from the exit increased signif-

icantly when the nozzle exit area was scgmcnted.

Howcver, the ventral nozzles with segmented exit

area had lower thrust performancc than unsegmented
nozzles because of a suckdown effect on the base ar-

eas between the flowing segments.

Introduction

Operational flexibility of multimission turbofan-

powered tactical aircraft would bc greatly expanded

if they were designed with short-takeoff and vertical-

landing (STOVL) capability. The necessity for long,
vulnerable runways required for conventional takeoff

and landing (CTOL) tactical aircraft would bc less-

ened and aircraft could be deployed for dispersal pur-

poses or based closer to a changing line of battle for

rapid response. Recovery of airborne aircraft with

vertical-landing capability would always be feasible
at alternate sites when operations at the home base

have been disrupted; in effect the aircraft would loi-

ter on the ground. With the present state of propul-

sion technology, STOVL is considered to be a more

practical capability for a tactical aircraft than ver-

tical takeoff and landing (VTOL) capability, since a

VTOL aircraft would require a larger power plant or

additional propulsion capability for vertical takeoff

when fully loaded with fuel and ordnance expend-

ables. This increased power plant capability, and

hence greater fuel consumption, for vertical takeoff

would have detrimental effects on operating range

or configuration sizing. Some advantages for attack

aircraft with STOVL and VTOL capabilities are dis-
cussed in references 1 and 2.

Many vertical (hover) and transition flight sys-
tems that could fulfill the needs of STOVL tactical

aircraft have been considered. The effectiveness and

practicality of proposed systems vary considerably

and a discussion of some of these approaches is con-

tained in reference 3. Ill general, incorporation of

STOVL capabilities into an aircraft complicates the

design and restricts the designer, depending on the

exhaust system features selected. At a minimum, ad-

ditional ducting, valving, reaction control systems,
ventral nozzles, or thrust vectoring systems result in

some additional weight, so the increased operational

flexibility provided must be traded off against CTOL

designs. For configuration balancing purposes it is

also desirable to place as much of the reaction lift por-

tion of the propulsion system as near as possible to

the vehicle center of gravity so that the configuration

can be more easily trimmed in transition or vertical

flight. However, such propulsion system placement
conflicts with the need to place consumables such as

nmnitions and fuel near the center of gravity. This

tends to cause STOVL tactical aircraft configurations

to have a large maximum cross-sectional area in the

vicinity of the center of gravity and to have a part of

the internal volume committed to vertical lift appara-

tus such as ducting. In spite of the compromises and
potential penalties involved, STOVL-related aircraft

and propulsion technologies are developing rapidly.
The evolution of practical military configurations is

likely since mission effectiveness can be enhanced by

operating a shorter range STOVL aircraft closer to

the combat area to provide an improvement in re-

sponse time and an increase in mission frequency.

The present investigation was conducted to de-

termine the internal performance of a single-engine

STOVL exhaust system in which tail-pipe (or rear

nozzle) flow is blocked (or partially blocked) and di-
verted to a ventral nozzle through an opening in

the bottom of the tail pipe. Knowledge of the ex-

haust system internal performance is a key to as-

suring that the appropriate back pressure is main-

tained to avoid engine stalling or overspccding. Two

blocking concepts were examined. Onc concept in-

corporated self-closing rear nozzles and longitudi-

nally hinged butterfly doors in the wall of the tail



pipe. The doorsopenedto permit flow to entera
ventralnozzlepassage.The otherconceptincorpo-
rateda tail-pipeblockingsystemof clamshelldivert-
ers that rotatedout of the tail-pipewall to open
up the entranceto theventralnozzlepassagewhile
blockingthe tail-pipeflow. Both conceptsutilized
a set of variable-anglevanesat the ventralnozzle
exit to varyvcntrMnozzlethrust angle.Twotypes
of self-closingrearnozzleswereinvestigated.One
wasa modelof a thrust-vectoringtwo-dimensional
convergent-divergent(2D-CD)nozzlewith theabil-
ity to alter convergentsectiongeometryenoughto
partiallyor completelyclosethe throat. Theother
wasa modelof athrust-vectoringaxisymmetricnoz-
zlewith fixeddivergentflapgeometryandclamshell
blockersin its convergentsectionthat rotatedto par-
tially or completelyclosethethroat.

In theverticalflight mode,the rearnozzlewas
completelyclosed(i.e., tail-pipe flow to the rear
nozzlewasblockedaft of tile ventralnozzle)to divert
the flow to the ventral nozzle. During transition
flight the rearnozzlewaspartially closed(tail-pipe
flowtotherearnozzlewaspartiallyblocked)to divert
someof the flow to tile ventralnozzle. In cruise
flight the rearnozzlewascompletelyopenand all
divertercomponentswerestowedflushin the walls
of the tail pipesothat the entranceto the ventral
nozzleflow passagewasblocked. In tile vertical
flight mode,a verticalthrust port is requiredon
the forwardportionof anaircraftconfigurationto
trim the ventralnozzlethrust whenaerodynamic
surfacesbecomeineffective.Sucha port is likely to
be requiredfor flight at the lowertransitionspeeds
aswell. However,tile apparatusdevelopedfor the
presentinvestigationdid not includea forwardport.

Thisinvestigationwasconductedin tile statictest
facilityof theLangley16-FootTransonicTunnelat
nozzlepressureratiosfrom1.5to 6.0in theduct tail
pipeaheadof the ventralnozzleflowpassageopen-
ing (simulatedvariable-areaturbinesection).The
resultsarepresented_ basicnozzleinternalperfor-
mancedataandconsistofdischargecoefficient,inter-
nalthrustratio,normal-forceratio,pitching-moment
ratio,resultant-thrustratio,andthrustvectorangle.
A summaD"of someof the resultsobtainedin this
investigationiscontainedin reference4.

Symbols and Abbreviations
All forces(with the exceptionof resultantgross

thrust) andanglesarereferredto themodelcenter-
line (bodyaxis). A detaileddiscussionof the data
reductionandsystemcalibrationproceduresaswell
asdefinitionsof forces,angles,andpropulsionrela-
tionshipsusedhereincanbefoundin reference5.
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An

At

AI3

Cd

d

F

FN

F_

g

MS

NPR

P

Pa

Pt

Pt,j

r

STOVL

rt,j

2D-CD

W

minimum internal area (throat) of rear
nozzle or partially blocked duct ahead

of it, in 2

sum of minimum internal areas of

ventral and rear nozzles (or duct),
ATL + Av, in 2

minimum internal area (throat) at

ventral nozzle exit, butterfly doors,
or exit vanes, in 2

nozzle discharge coefficient based on

At, wp/wi

local diameter, in.

measured thrust along body axis,
positive in forward direction, lbf

ideal gross thrust,

u,p g "7 - 1 \ Pt,j / J , lbf

normal force, lbf

resultant gross thrust, v/F 2 + F_, lbf

acceleration due to gravity,

32.174 ft/sec 2

model station, in.

pitching moment about the force

balance moment center, in-lbf

nozzle pressure ratio, Pt,j/Pa

local static pressure, psi

ambient (atmospheric) pressure, psi

local total pressure, psi

jet total pressure measured in thc

duct, psi

jct gas constant, 53.36 ft/°R

local radius, in.

short takeoff and vertical landing

jet total temperature measured in the

duct, °R

two-dimensional convergent-divergent

width of throat of two-dimensional

nozzle or diameter of tail-pipe duct,
4.0 in.



wi ideal weight-flow rate, lbf/sec

Wp measured weight-flow rate, lbf/sec

x local abscissa, in.

y distance of plume total-pressure survey
probes from tip of ventral nozzle exit

vanes, in.

a lower clamshell diverter angle, deg

f/ ventral nozzle butterfly door angle,
deg

7 ratio of specific heats, 1.3997 for air

5 resultant-thrust-vector angle,

tan -1 (FN/F), deg

_n geometric pitch-vector angle of rear

nozzle with respect to centerline of

simulated turbine discharge section,
deg

8 angle measured clockwise (looking aft)

about the model centerline, deg

¢ ventral nozzle exit vane angle, deg

Model Component Designations:

BO fully open ventral nozzle exit (all five

vane passages open)

B1 rear two ventral nozzle exit vane

passages blocked

B2 forward two ventral nozzle exit vane

passages blocked

B3 second and fourth ventral nozzle exit

vane passages blocked

center ventral nozzle exit vane passage
blocked

0.6-in.-long downstream extension of

centerbody of simulated variable-area
turbine section

cylindrical duct insert section aft of

ventral nozzle housing to create long-
duct configurations for rear nozzle

fully open 2D-CD rear nozzle, An =
4.00 in 2

fully open 2D-CD rear nozzle vectored

20 °, An = 4.00 in 2

partially open 2D-CD rear nozzle

vectored 20 °, An = 2.67 in 2

B4

C

D2

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

E7

E8

E9

Nb

Nc

S1

82

$3

v¢

Vfc

W7

W17

partially open 2D-CD rear nozzle

vectored 20 °, An -- 1.32 in 2

blocking plate to replace 2D-CD rear
nozzle

fully open axisymmetric convergent-

divergent rear nozzle vectored 15 °,
An = 4.00 in 2

partially open axisymmetric

convergent-divergent rear nozzle vec-
tored 15°, An = 3.28 in 2

partially open axisymmetric

convergent-divergent rear nozzle vec-
tored 15 °, An = 1.71 in 2

blocking plate to replace axisymmetric
rear nozzle

nozzle housing and ventral nozzle with
internal butterfly doors

nozzle housing and ventral nozzle used

in conjunction with duct clamshell
diverters

both 0.65-in.-long ventral nozzle

spacers downstream of ventral nozzle

housing

one 0.65-in.-long ventral nozzle spacer

downstream and one spacer upstream

of ventral nozzle housing

both 0.65-in.-long ventral nozzle
spacers upstream of ventral nozzle

housing

simulated variable-area turbine section

representing engine core flow only

simulated variable-area turbine section

representing engine core and fan flow

wedge-shaped duct insert to produce
7 ° bend in duct

wedge-shaped duct insert to produce
17° bend in duct

Apparatus and Methods

Static Test Facility

This investigation was conducted in the static

test facility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel.

This facility uses a central high-pressure air system

that provides a continuous flow of clean, dry air

at a controlled temperature of approximately 530°R
at the test nozzle for propulsion simulation. Test

nozzles exhaust to atmospheric conditions within the

facility and the building pressure is equalized through

3



louveredvents in the roof. Calibrationof mass-
flowinstrumentationandbellowsforcerestraintsare
conductedasneededfor eachinvestigation.

Propulsion Simulation System

A schematic of the propulsion simulation system
to which the calibration and test hardware were

attached is shown in figure 1. The high-pressure

air is brought through the dolly-mounted support

strut to a high-pressure plenum and then discharged

radially into a low-pressure plenum through eight
multiholed nozzles equally spaced around the high-

pressure plenum. The force-balance-mounted low-

pressure plenum is isolated from the nonmetric high-

pressure plenum by two flexible metal bellows that
serve to contain the flow and compensate for axial

forces caused by pressurization. Attachment of flow

transition adapters or instrumentation sections to the

downstream end of the low-pressure plenum (at MS

36.485) tailors the system to specific test installation
hardware requirements.

Calibration of Assembled System

For this investigation the assembled propulsion

simulation system was calibrated using a series of
Stratford choke nozzles having their own jet-total-

pressure measuring instrumentation section. These
nozzles had known internal performance and their

throat areas spanned the range of rear and ventral
nozzle throat areas to be tested. Force and moment

tares due to physical restraint and internal flow were
determined with the calibration hardware installed

over the anticipated range of jet induced loads to be

encountered during the test. This was done by apply-

ing known forces and moments to the model and com-
puting correction factors as a function of measured

balance loads and bellows pressure with the jet op-

erating. The calibration nozzle (including the total-

pressure measuring section) was then removed and

the test hardware (including a total-pressure measur-

ing section with a centerbody) was installed (fig. 2).

In this way the performance of the entire test model

flow system, including the upstream duct and move-
able flow-blocking devices in the duct, was measured.

Instrumentation and Measurements

The mass flow through the system was measured

with two critical flow venturis in the high-pressure

portion of the propulsion air supply. Uncorrected
forces and moments produced by the rear and/or

ventral nozzle exhausts were measured with a six-

component strain-gage force balance. Total and

static internal pressures were measured on individ-

ual strain-gage transducers sized to the maximum

pressure expected at each location. Jet total tem-

perature was measured with iron-constantan thermo-

couples located in the portion of the duct containing
the centerbody. The raw data recorded for each data

channel at each data point (a given nozzle pressure

ratio setting) was the average of 50 samples taken at
a rate of 10 samples per second. Only steady-state
data measurements were made.

Model Description

The model simulated the internal flow path of a

STOVL exhaust system and consisted of the com-

ponents necessary to assemble cruise, transition, or

vertical lift propulsion systems for static testing. (See

fig. 2, e.g.) The portion of the model with the center-

body in the duct represented a variable-area portion

of the system simulating the eng!ne turbine discharge
section and flow valve for the forward lift system (not

simulated for this investigation). Two of these sec-

tions (fig. 3) were built, one with an open area to
simulate fan-plus-core flow (cruise operation) and a

second with an open area to simulate core flow only

(transition and vertical lift operation). A cylindri-
cal spacer could be inserted in the aft portion of the

centerbody (see fig. 3) so that the centerbody was
extended 0.6 in. downstream over the entrance to

the ventral nozzle passage to introduce greater block-

age in the flow path to the ventral nozzle. The two
simulated variable-area turbine sections were instru-

mented with four total-pressure probes on each of

the four centerbody support struts and had a ring of

eight static-pressure orifices spaced 45 ° apart in the
surface of the duct wall. Two thermocouples were

installed in the plane of the total-pressure probes.

The entrance to the ventral nozzle flow passage

was just aft of the simulated variable-area turbine

section. (See fig. 4.) The longitudinal location in
the tail pipe of the opening to the ventral nozzle flow

passage could be changed by movement of one or two
narrow spacers upstream or downstream of the ven-

tral nozzle housing. In this way ventral nozzle prox-

imity to the turbine section could be varied while

the tail-pipe length remained constant. Two ven-

tral nozzle housings were fabricated, one with provi-

sions for attaching clamshell-type flow divcrter com-

ponents in the main duct (fig. 5) and a second to
house a butterfly-type door system at the entrance

to the ventral nozzle flow passage (fig. 6). Three

ventral nozzle inserts with butterfly doors fixed at

angles of 45 °, 65 °, and 90 ° relative to a horizon-
tal plane were constructed. The flow at the ven-
tral nozzle exit was vectored in the vertical plane

with fixed cascade vane sets (fig. 7) with vane an-

gles of 45 ° , 70 °, 90 °, and i10 ° relative to the

4



positive-axial-forcedirection.Theventralnozzlesys-
tem wasdesignedto operateat a constantthroat
areathat wouldnot changeasthe exit vaneswere
vectored.Conceptuallythis wouldbedoneby hav-
ingtwoof thefivecascadevanesmoverelativeto the
otherthreeto compensatefor throat areachanges
that wouldoccurif all fivevanesmovedin thesame
manner.To simulatethe constant-throat-areacon-
ceptusingthemodelhardware,blockerplates(fig.8)
wereinsertedbetweentheventralnozzleexitandthe
cascadevanesto blockflowthroughtwoof thevane
passagesfor theverticallift configuration(exitvanes
at 90°).Theblockerplateswcrcremovedfor avane
anglesettingof 45° sothat the openareaof that
setof vaneswouldmatchthe openareaof thepar-
tially blocked90° vanes.Blockerplateswith alter-
nateopeningswereusedto obtainsegmentednozzle
exits.A total-pressurerakewith 13probescouldbe
mountedat variousdistancesfromtheventralnozzle
exitto surveytheexhaustplumetotal-pressuredecay
in thecenterlineplaneofthemodelforconfigurations
with theexit vanesat 90°.

Thetail-pipeductdownstreamoftheventralnoz-
zlehousingcouldbeassembledwith variouscombi-
nationsofcomponents(fig.2). These included cylin-

drical and wedge (7 ° or 17° ) sections that, when

added, simulated long and offset tail-pipe configura-
tions. When a 7 ° upward wedge was inserted ahead

of the cylindrical duct section followed by a 7° down-

ward wedge after the cylindrical section, an S-shaped

duct (tail pipe) was formed with the rear nozzle (un-
vectored) ccnterline displaced from the model cen-

terline but remaining parallel to it. When the 7°

downward wedge was replaced with the 17° down-
ward wedge the duct remained offset but the rear

nozzle vector angle was changed by 10 °.

Rear nozzle geometry was one of the model vari-
ables; internal flow transition and instrumentation

sections for either axisymmetric or 2D-CD nozzles

(fig. 2) could be installed at the downstream end of

the tail pipe ahead of the convergent portion of the
nozzle. There were seven rear nozzles of various vec-

tor angles and flow areas. Some of these nozzles had

reduced throat areas to represent intermediate flight

(transition) conditions (i.e., flow split between rear

and ventral nozzles). The axisymmetric nozzle throat

geometry (fig. 9) was altered with spherical clamshell
blocker sections that would come out of the conver-

gent section (conceptually) of the nozzle to partially

close the throat. The resulting throat was essentially
rectangular (figs. 9(5) and 9(c)) with a rearward-

facing base area in the plane of the throat. Reduc-

tion of throat area for the 2D-CD nozzles (fig. 10)
would be accomplished (conceptually) by using the

variable-geometry mechanical features incorporated

in the nozzle for thrust vectoring. For the 2D-CD

nozzles with reduced throat areas no rearward-facing

internal base area resulted. All the rear nozzles, ex-

cept the partially closed axisymmetric nozzles, had

an expansion ratio of 1.09 (ratio of exit area to throat

area), which corresponds to a design nozzle pressure

ratio (for full flow expansion) of 3.0.

For hover configurations with the clamshell di-

verter in the tail pipe, the flow to the rear nozzle

was blocked in the duct just aft of the ventral nozzle

housing (fig. 5(c)). For hover configurations with the

butterfly door ventral nozzle, the rear nozzle was re-

moved and replaced with a blocking plate or cap at
the end of the tail pipe to block the flow.

Presentation of Results

The basic data obtained during this investigation
are presented in graphical form as a function of nozzle

pressure ratio (NPR) as measured in the simulated
variable-area turbine section. The hardware was

designed to generate forces and moments only in the

longitudinal plane. These forces and moments are

presented as nondimensionalized parameters. Thrust

vector angle is presented in degrees and was the

angle of the resultant-force vector generated by the
flowing nozzles relative to the centerline of the model.

Discharge coefficient was based on the sum of the

throat areas when more than one nozzle was open.
In some cases the minimum area for the rear nozzle

flow system was in the tail pipe, where the clamshell

diverter closed enough to create a smaller geometric
area than the minimum area in the rear nozzle. In

the case of the ventral nozzle, the butterfly doors

(at 45 °) sometimes created a smaller geometric area
at the door location than existed at the ventral

nozzle exit or in the exit vanes. When either of

the aforementioned situations occurred, the smallest
area was used as the throat area for the nozzle and

is listed in the data figure keys as the throat area

for that nozzle. In nondimensionalizing pitching

moment, the diameter of the tail-pipe duct (4.0 in.)

was arbitrarily used as the reference length. The

longitudinal location of the force balance pitching-

moment center (MS 29.390) was arbitrarily selected
as the pitch reference center for the basic data.

Forces and moments measured in the lateral plane
were negligible.

In general, each basic data figure presents data

for configurations simulating only one flight regime

(e.g., hover, cruise, or transition). In addition, the

data presented in a given figure are for several con-

figurations having one or two model components sys-

tematically varied. Most summary data figures are



presentedforNPR= 3.0,whichis thedesignpressure
ratio for full flowexpansionin thecruisenozzles.

Results and Discussion

In general,thedataarediscussedinseparatesec-
tions,onefor eachflight regime.That is, thereis
a sectiononverticalflight (or hover,ventralnozzle
open),a sectionon cruiseflight (rearnozzleopen),
anda sectionon transitionflight (ventraland rear
nozzlesopen).Thedataforafewconfigurationswith
onenozzlepartiallyopenareincludedin thetransi-
tion flightbasicdata figureswhenthat nozzleopen
areais pertinentonlyto transitionflight conditions.
For example,a partiallyopenrearnozzleis not a
realisticcruisenozzleconfigurationwhentestedwith
theventralnozzleclosedsincethereducedareawould
causea backpressureincreaseon theengine.

Vertical Flight (or Hover)

Effect of ventral nozzle axial location and
turbine section centerbody length. The axial lo-

cation of the opening to the ventral nozzle flow pas-
sage relative to the turbine discharge section was var-

ied by moving one or two cylindrical spacer rings

(fig. 4) either forward or aft of the ventral nozzle

housing to determine whether significant flow prob-
lems would be caused by having the ventral nozzle

passage opening close to the turbine exit station.
Location of the ventral nozzle close to the turbine

exit is desirable since the vertical thrust vector would

be closer to the configuration center of gravity and

therefore decrease the pitching-moment contribution.

In conjunction with the changes in ventral nozzle lo-
cation, a cylindrical spacer was inserted in the tur-

bine section centerbody just ahead of the boattail
(fig. 3) to determine the effect of a longer centerbody

on ventral nozzle performance. These variations of

ventral nozzle location and turbine centerbody length

were made for the butterfly door (figs. 11 and 12) and

clamshell diverter (figs. 13 and 14) ventral nozzles

with 90 ° nozzle exit vanes (rear two vane passages

blocked). Summary data (at NPR --- 3.0) showing
the effects of ventral nozzle axial location and tur-

bine section centerbody length are presented in fig-

ure 15 for the butterfly door (/3 = 90 °) and clamshell

diverter ventral nozzles. As shown in the data of fig-

ure 15 the effects were small, with the largest effect

being the predictable changes in pitching-moment ra-
tio that result from movement of the ventral nozzle

forward or aft relative to the force-balance moment

center.

The circumferential variation of turbine discharge

section wall static-pressure ratio at the total-pressure
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measuring station (fig. 3) is shown in figure 16 for the
butterfly door and clamshell diverter ventral nozzles

as a function of nozzle pressure ratio for the three

nozzle axial locations and two turbine centerbody

lengths. The effect of ventral nozzle axial location
on the circumferential distribution of static-pressure

ratio is shown in figure 17 for NPR 3.0 for both

ventraJ nozzle configurations with and without the

lengthened turbine centerbody. In all cases, the turn-

ing of the flow into the opening of the ventral nozzle

passage caused a small decrease in static pressure at
the bottom of the turbine section between 135 ° and

225 ° . Movement of the butterfly door ventral noz-

zle to its most rearward location ($3) decreased the
maximum static-pressure distortion from about 2.6

to 1.8 percent. Movement of the clamshell diverter
ventral nozzle rearward had almost no effect on max-

imum static-pressure distortion (which was 1.8 per-

cent). The larger effect of the butterfly door ventral

nozzle in its most forward location (S1) was proba-

bly due to protrusion of the butterfly doors (_ -- 90 °)

into the main duct (fig. 6) and their proximity to the

centerbody.

Effect of butterfly door angle on ventral

nozzle performance. The effect of butterfly door

angle on ventral nozzle internal performance over

the range of nozzle pressure ratios is presented in
figure 18 for door angles of 45 ° , 65 ° , and 90 ° with
the nozzle exit vanes at 90 ° and the ventral nozzle

in the forward location. With two nozzle exit vane

passages blocked, angular rotation of the butterfly

doors caused the minimum area (throat) to move

from the butterfly doors (at t3 -- 45 °) to the ventral

nozzle exit at some door angle between 45 ° and 65 ° .

The reduced throat area in the ventral nozzle system
is more representative of transition flight conditions,

but the data are presented here since the rear nozzle
was closed and the ventral nozzle exit vanes were

at 90 ° . The variation of ventral nozzle internal

performance parameters with butterfly door angle

at NPR 3.0 is presented in figure 19. The data
for the three door angle settings are connected with

straight lines because the variation between 45 ° and

65 ° was not necessarily smooth since the minimum

area moved abruptly from the butterfly door location

to the nozzle exit. As shown in the data of figures 18

and 19, discharge coefficient was much larger and
resultant-thrust ratio was much smaller when the

minimum area was at the butterfly doors (_3 = 45°).
Examination of the normal-force and thrust-ratio

data of figure 18 indicates that the smaller resultant-

thrust ratio with the butterfly doors at 45 ° was due to

a large loss in normal-force ratio. This was probably
due to a suckdown effect on the projected area in



thehorizontalplaneof thebutterflydoorswhenthe
throatoccurredat thebutterflydoorlocation.

Effect of ventral nozzle exit open area on

internal performance. Open area at the ventral

nozzle exit was changed by inserting blocker plates
between the nozzle exit and the exit vanes to create

different open areas or open-area patterns (fig. 8).

Both ventral nozzles were investigated with the noz-
zles in the most forward location. The nozzle exit

vanes were at 90 ° and the butterfly doors were at
90 ° when that nozzle was tested. The basic internal

performance data showing the effect of nozzle pres-

sure ratio for a series of open areas are presented in

figure 20 for the butterfly door ventral nozzle and

in figure 21 for the clamshell diverter ventral nozzle.

The open-area variations were not systematic enough

for graphical presentation of summary performance

data as a function of open area. However, a few in-

ternal performance parameters are presented in bar

chart form for NPR = 3.0 in figure 22.

In general, the ventral nozzles with Av = 2.43 in 2

had the highest discharge coefficients above NPR =

2.5 (figs. 2O(a) and 21(a)). The butterfly door ven-
tral nozzle had a higher discharge coefficient than

the clamshell diverter ventral nozzle for a configu-

ration with a given exit area. As nozzle exit open
area increased above 2.43 in 2, discharge coefficient
decreased for both ventral nozzles.

Resultant-thrust ratio was the largest for the five

nonsegmented nozzle exits with Av = 2.43 in 2 (block-

ers B1 and B2), varying from 0.84 to 0.95 over the
range of nozzle pressure ratios (figs. 20(a) and 21(a)).

For those five ventral nozzles, resultant-thrust ratio

peaked at between 0.93 and 0.95 at nozzle pressure

ratios between 4.0 and 6.0. With no area blockage

at the nozzle exit (blocker B0), resultant-thrust ra-
tio was between 7 and 9 percent lower than those for

the nonsegmented 2.43 in 2 nozzle exits at the low-

est nozzle pressure ratio. However, resultant-thrust

ratio steadily increased with nozzle pressure ratio
until it reached the same level as those of the non-

segmented configurations (with vanes) at the highest

nozzle pressure ratios of this investigation. The worst

performance for the configuration with the clamshell
diverter occurred when there was no area blockage at

the exit (less flow convergence in the nozzle) and the
exit vanes were removed (fig. 21). Without the exit

vanes the flow overturned (i.e., df > 90 °) by between

2.5 ° and 6.5 ° over the nozzle pressure ratio range.

Effect of ventral nozzle exit segmentation

on plume-total-pressure decay. Rapid decay

of the exhaust plume from the ventral nozzle in

the vertical landing mode is desirable to minimize

recirculation of flow (or debris) from the ground and

to reduce jet velocity and temperature effects on

paved surfaces or decks. To determine the decay of

plume total pressure with distance from the ventral
nozzle exit, some configurations were surveyed with

a 13-probe total-pressure rake attached to the model

in the centerline longitudinal plane of the model

and positioned at three distances from the trailing

edge of the exit vanes. The rake position farthest

from the exit vanes approximates the distance from

the ground that the ventral nozzle exit would be

for a typical fighter aircraft at touchdown (vertical

landing). These measurements, which were made for

the butterfly door ventral nozzle (_3 = 90 ° and ¢ =

90 °) with blocker B1 and with segmented blockers

B3 and B4, are presented in figure 23 for NPR = 3.0.

At this pressure ratio, the nozzle exit with blocker

B3 (largest number of open-area segments) had the

most rapid decay in plume maximum total pressure

with distance (52 percent). The other segmented
nozzle exit, with blocker B4, had a total-pressure

decay of 32 percent, while the unsegmented nozzle
exit, with blocker B1, had a total-pressure decay of

only 26 percent.

However, the internal performance data (Fr/Fi

and FN/Fi) shown in figure 20 indicate there was a

significant thrust loss over the entire nozzle pressure

range because of segmenting the nozzle exit. This

can be partially explained by the segmented nozzle

total-pressure measurements shown in figure 23 for

the rake position closest to the ventral nozzle exit.
The rake total pressures measured in the blocked ar-

eas between the flowing vane passages were below

ambient and indicate the presence of a suckdown ef-

fect on the projected areas. Since the rake in this

position was downstream of the exit vane trailing

edges, it is probable that the pressure on the sur-
faces of the blocked areas was even lower than that

measured by the rake since the adjacent flowing jets
acted as ejector flows.

Effect of exit vane angle on ventral nozzle

performance. The ventral nozzle exit vane angle
was varied from 45 ° to 110 ° for both ventral nozzle

configurations to determine its effect on internal per-

formance. As exit vane angle was varied from 90 ° ,
the minimum flow passage area (throat) decreased

and moved from the nozzle exit into the vane pas-

sages (fig. 7); that is, throat area and location were
a function of vane angle for a given exit blocker. The

basic internal performance data as a function of noz-

zle pressure ratio for the four exit vane angle settings
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arepresentedin figure24forthebutterflydoorven-
tral nozzle(withblockerB0)andin figure25forthe
clamshelldivertcrventralnozzle(withblockerB1).

Tile exit vaneswereeffectivein turningthe flow
to thegeometricvector(vane)angleat NPR= 3.0,
witha maximumvariationin resultant-thrust-vector
angleof 20° (for the clamshelldiverternozzlewith
theexit vanesat 45°) overtherangeof nozzlepres-
sureratiostested.In general,the resultant-thrust-
vectoranglewaswithin 1° or 2° of the geometric
vectorangleat NPR = 3.0for all the vaneangle
settingsinvestigated(figs.24and 25). A summary
of theeffectof vaneangleon internalnozzleperfor-
manceat NPR = 3.0 is presentedin figures26(a)
and 26(b)for the butterflydoor andclamshelldi-
verterventralnozzles,respectively.Themajordif-
ferencein performancebetweenthetwoventralnoz-
zleconfigurationswasin dischargecoefficient,which
wasabout 2 percenthigheroverthe rangeof noz-
zlepressureratiosfor theclamshelldiverterventral
nozzle. This, however,wasnot necessarilydueto
nozzleexit vaneangle,sincethe twoconfigurations
wereinvestigatedwith differentnozzleexitblockers.
As shownin figures20to 22,a givenventralnozzle
had a measurablyhigherdischargecoefficientwith
blockerB1 thanwith blockerB0becauseof greater
flowconvergencein thenozzlewith blockerB1. The
largevariationin pitching-momentratio with vane
anglefor both ventralnozzleswasprimarilydueto
thechangein the lengthofthemomentarmasvane
angleis changedratherthananysignificantchange
in thrustratio (figs.26(a)and26(b)).

Cruise (or Vectored Cruise) Flight

2D-CD rear nozzles. The 2D-CD rear nozzle

was investigated at the cruise power sctting (An =

4.0 in 2) unvectorcd and vectored 20 °. The nozzles

had a throat aspect ratio of 4.0 (ratio of throat

width to height), an expansion ratio of 1.09 (ratio

of exit area to throat area), a sharp corner on the

upper and lower flaps at the throat, and a flat-walled

convergent section from the rectangular duct to the

rectangular nozzle throat. These nozzles were sim-
ilar in design to those investigated in references 6

and 7. The basic internal performance data, pr_.

sented in figure 27, are for a long S-shaped duct un-

vectored and vectored configuration, a short straight

duct vectored configuration, and a long S-shaped

duct unvectored configuration having an internal cav-

ity in the duct at the ventral nozzle location. In

other words, thc clamshell diverter ventral nozzle was
blocked at the exit and the duct entrance to the ven-

tral nozzle passage was open.

8

The thrust ratios and discharge coefficients for un-

vectored and vectored nozzles shown in figure 27 are

comparable to but somewhat lower than those pre-
sented in references 6 and 7. These performance dif-

ferences can be attributed to larger internal losses
in the current configurations because of the center-

body, the nonoptimum area convergence to the noz-
zle throat, and the sharp corners on the upper and

lower flaps at the nozzle throat. The effects of the S-

shaped duct and of lengthening the duct on resultant-

thrust ratio and discharge coefficient were small, ms

shown in figure 27. Vectoring the long-duct noz-

zle configuration produccd a 3-percent decrease in

discharge coefficient over the nozzle pressure ratio

range (above NPR = 2.0). This decrease was due
to a reorientation of the nozzle throat that occurred

when only the divergent portion of the nozzle flaps

rotated downward to achieve the vector angle. (See

fig. 10(a).) In the vectored configuration, the cor-
ner at the throat of the lower flap became sharper

than before and the plane of the minimum geometric

area (throat) rotated about the corner of the lower
flap such that its upper end was moved downstream

onto the divergent portion of the upper flap. This

approach to vectoring increased the amount of turn-

ing required around the sharp corner of the lower flap
and the repositioned throat altered the flow conver-

gence, especially in the vicinity of the upper flap.

The resultant-thrust-vector angle varied with noz-

zle pressure ratio, decreasing from 22.3 ° at the lowest

nozzle pressurc ratio to 16.7 ° at thc highest nozzle

pressurc ratio. At the design nozzle pressure ratio of

3.0 the measured and geometric thrust vector angles

were equal (20°). The decrease in thrust vector angle

above the design pressurc ratio for a vectoring noz-
zlc of this type is customary and is due to the flow

leaving the trailing edge of the upper divergent flap

(flow becomes unbounded) before it leaves the trail-
ing edge of the lower divergcnt flap. (See fig. 10(a).)

This caused exhaust flow" to turn away from the plane

of the lower flap and resulted in a smaller component

of normal force. (See fig. 27(b).)

The pitching-moment-ratio data of figure 27(b)
show the effects of vectoring the nozzlc and the com-
bined effects of lengthening the duct and making it

S-shaped. Since model hardware was not available to

assemble a straight long-duct configuration, the effect

of making the duct S-shaped could not be isolated ex-
perimentally. However, if the normal force and thrust
are assumed to have acted at the nozzle exit for the

unvectored S-shaped duct configurations and their

pitching-moment-ratio contributions are computed

and subtracted from the measured pitching-moment-

ratio data, the pitching-moment-ratio curves collapse



to within0.02of 0. Therefore,the unvectoredcon-
figurationpitching-momentratiospresentedin fig-
ure27(b)weretheeffectoftheductbeingS-shaped.
Similarcomputationsforthevectoredconfigurations
thereforewill isolatethe effectonpitching-moment
ratioof vectoringthe long-andshort-ductconfigu-
rations.Thedecreaseinpitching-momentratiowith
increasingnozzlepressureratiowascausedbythede-
creasein resultant-thrust-vectorangle(normal-force
ratio)with increasingnozzlepressureratio.

Axisymrnetric convergent-divergent rear

nozzle. Only two configurations with the axisym-

metric nozzle (expansion ratio of 1.09) were tested at

a cruise throat area (An = 4.00 in 2) and they were

both vectored configurations. These configurations

were vectored 15° (fig. 9(a)), which represented the

maximum vector angle capability of the conceptual

axisymmetric mechanical design. The two configura-

tions essentially duplicated the long and short 2D-CD

vectored configurations except for nozzle shape and
vector angle.

The internal performance data for the axisymmet-

ric cruise nozzle configurations are presented in fig-

ure 28. As would be expected, the trends in internal

performance for the axisymmetric nozzles were simi-

lar to those of the 2D-CD configurations. One note-
worthy difference was the constant value of resultant-

thrust-vector angle over the range of nozzle pressure

ratios (fig. 28(a)). The reason for this is appar-

ent from the nozzle geometry shown in figure 9(a).

The vectoring concept for the axisymmetric nozzle
included angular rotation of the entire nozzle as a

unit so that the plane of the nozzle exit also rotated

15 ° . Therefore, flow leaving the exit left symmetri-

cally and did not cause a change in normal-force ratio
with pressure ratio, as was the case for the 2D-CD

vectored nozzle configurations.

Transition Flight

Turbojet and turbofan engines are designed to op-
erate with a constant back pressure on the turbine

section. Therefore, the exhaust system downstream

of the turbine must provide the proper amount of

restriction to maintain that back pressure to avoid

engine stall or overspeeding. This is an especially im-

portant consideration in a STOVL application where

there are at least three different exhaust system con-

figurations to consider. The most difficult flight

regime of the three is transition flight where a ven-

tral nozzle is opening up as the rear (cruise) nozzle

starts closing and blockers and diverters are being de-

ployed within the exhaust system, thus altering the

flow restrictions (losses) within the different legs of

the system. In some cases the transition flight ex-

haust systems can also have a shifting of the location

of tile minimum flow area (throat) in one leg of the
system.

In the absence of mass-flow measuring instrumen-

tation in each flow passage of the transition flight ex-
haust system, the internal performance of the entire

exhaust system based on pressure measurements in

the turbine section (before the flow splits into sepa-

rate passages) is of prime importance. A discharge

coefficient for the entire exhaust system based on
the sum of the minimum flow areas in the two flow

passages can be computed. For the present investi-

gation, a discharge coefficient based on the sum of

these areas was not completely indicative of the abil-

ity of the exhaust system to maintain constant back
pressure since the sum of these areas varied as ex-

haust system geometry changed from cruise to verti-

cal flight. A better representation of the ability of the
transitioning exhaust system to maintain a constant

back pressure is obtained from an effective throat

(flow) area obtained from the product of the dis-

charge coefficient, as presented in the basic data, and

the sum of the minimum flow areas. If this product is

essentially constant over the range of exhaust system

geometries (for a nonafterburning application), then

constant back pressure can be maintained.

2D-CD rear nozzle with butterJ_y door ven-

tral nozzle. The basic internal performance data

for six transition flight configurations with partially

open (and vectored) 2D-CD rear nozzles and an open

butterfly door ventral nozzle (exit vanes at 45 °) are

presented in figure 29. The rear nozzles were tested

with two throat areas, vectored downward 20 ° or 30 °,
in long- and short-duct configurations, and with but-

terfly doors at 45 ° and 65 ° . The 30 ° rear nozzle vec-

tor angle was obtained by replacing the downstream

7° duct wedge (fig. 2(a)) with a 17 ° wedge (W17) so

that the duct immediately ahead of the convergent
portion of the 20 ° nozzle was canted downward an
additional 10 ° .

The three configurations with the largest open

area in the ventral nozzle system (/3 = 65 °) had the
largest resultant-thrust ratios and the smallest dis-

charge coefficients (fig. 29(a)) over the range of nozzle

pressure ratios. As discussed previously for the con-
figuration that had only the butterfly door ventral

nozzle open (fig. 18), this resulted from movement
of the minimum flow area from the nozzle exit to

the butterfly doors when the door angle was changed
from 65 ° to 45 ° . The large decrease in normal-force
ratio because of movement of the minimum area to

9



the butterflydoorsresultedfrom a lowerpressure
actingon the downstreamsideof the doors. The
increaseddischargecoefficientwhenthe flow was
chokedat the butterfly doors(/3 = 45°) indicates
theflow-passingqualitiesof thebutterflydoorswere
betterthanthoseoftheventralnozzleexitwhenthe
flowwaschokedthere(_ = 65 ° or 90°).

The geometric throat (minimum) areas that were

investigated were not always intended to result in

on-design settings but were often selected so that
the sensitivity of internal performance to incremental

geometric changes could be determined. The effects
of these variations are discussed in the sections on

vertical and cruise flight. However, some on-design

throat areas were investigated at the different ex-

haust system flight conditions and a general idea of

how effective throat area would vary with resultant-

thrust-vector angle from cruise to vertical flight can

be obtained. These data are presented in figure 30

as a summary polar plot showing the variation of
effective throat area with resultant-thrust-vector an-

gle for NPR = 3.0. It should be pointed out that
the cruise nozzle configurations shown in figure 30

had the equivalent of both the fan and core flow of

the engine supplied to them. Conceptually, during

transition and vertical flight fan flow is diverted to a

forward nozzle (not represented in this investigation)

to aid in trimming pitching moments resulting from
displacement of the rear and ventral nozzles from the

aircraft center of gravity. Therefore, the on-design

cruise effective throat areas were quite different in
that the rear and ventral nozzles operated only with

core flow during transition and vertical flight. It is

apparent from figure 30 that effective throat area was

considerably larger in transition (both nozzles open)

than in vertical flight (ventral nozzle open). Care-

ful scheduling of these areas and the forward noz-
zle area during transition would therefore be nec-

essary to maintain the proper back pressure on the

engine. With the rear nozzle fully closed, it appears
that modulation of the ventral nozzle exit area by

changing exit vane angle and separately articulating

two of the exit vanes to vary the exit area can pro-
vide a constant effective throat area. The variation

of resultant-thrust ratio as a function of resultant-

thrust-vector angle as a configuration transitioned
from cruise to vertical flight is shown in figure 31 for

NPR = 3.0 and 5.0. With both nozzles partially open

for transition flight, there was a significant decrease

in resultant-thrust ratio for a given nozzle pressure

ratio. This occurred when the butterfly door angle

was 45 ° . Examination of the data of figure 18 (only

ventral nozzle open) indicates that the thrust loss
occurred in the ventral nozzle system and was the

greatest at f_ = 45 °.
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Axisymmetric nozzle with clamshell di-

verter and butterfly door ventral nozzles. The

basic internal performance data for transition flight

exhaust system configurations with partially open

axisymmetric rear nozzles or ducts and butterfly

door or clamshell diverter ventral nozzles (exit vanes

at 45 °) are presented in figures 32 and 33. The

configuration with the butterfly door ventral nozzle

was investigated with two rear nozzle throat areas
(An = 1.71 and 3.28 in 2, see figs. 9(b) and 9(c)).

For An = 3.28 in 2, the butterfly doors were at 45 °,
and for An = 1.71 in 2, the butterfly doors were at

65 ° . For diagnostic purposes the ventral nozzle was

removed from the nozzle housing and replaced with
a solid insert to fair the duct internal surface so that

the performance of the two reduced-area (partially

open) rear nozzles could be determined.

The configuration with the clamshell diverter ven-

tral nozzle (fig. 5) was investigated with the 15 ° vec-
tored nozzle fully open so that the throat area for

the rear nozzle exhaust system occurred in the duct

at the clamshell diverter just aft of the ventral noz-

zle passage opening. The clamshell diverter, which
consisted of two components, was set at two deploy-

ments: upper diverter closed and lower diverter at

20 ° (An = 1.92 in2), and upper diverter closed and

lower diverter at 30 ° (An = 2.98 in2). Cylindri-

cal duct sections of the rear nozzle exhaust system

were removed to produce a short-duct version of the

aforementioned configurations. In addition, for di-

agnostic reasons the ventral nozzle exit was blocked
and the lower clamshell diverter was removed so that

long- and short-duct configurations with only the up-
per clamshell diverter closed (An = 3.14 in 2) were
created.

Since the clamshell diverter ventral nozzle con-

cept was not tested over the complete range of cruise

to vertical flight with on-design throat areas, the

summary data for all the axisymmetric on-design

configurations are presented in figures 34 and 35 so
that some trends and differences may be inferred. It

appears that the butterfly door configuration with

f_ = 45 ° had an effective throat area as large as that

of the cruise nozzle configuration (which included fan

flow). This would likely cause too low a back pressure

for the core-flow-only transition condition and could

result in engine overspeed. Some reduction in the
rear nozzle throat area would alleviate this problem.

In the vertical flight condition, both ventral nozzle
concepts had the same effective throat area.

The variation of resultant-thrust ratio with thrust

vector angle shown in figure 35 indicates the

configuration with the clamshell diverters in the

duct had a large loss in resultant-thrust ratio during



transition,especiallyat NPR= 3.0.Pressuresmea-
suredin theductdownstreamoftheupperclamshell
diverterindicatea largedragincrementbecauseof
lowpressureonthebackoftheclosedupperclamshell
(compareF/Fi in figs. 32 and 33). At NPR = 5.0

this effect was greatly decreased. It appears that at
low nozzle pressure ratios solid blockers in the duct

can result in large thrust losses.

Concluding Remarks

An investigation of the static performance of

ventral and rear nozzle configurations ranging from

cruise to vertical flight nozzle internal geometries
has been made for nozzle pressure ratios from 1.5

to 6.0. These nozzle and exhaust system con-

cepts represent possible configurations for a single-

engine short-takeoff and vertical-landing (STOVL)
aircraft. The results of this investigation indicate the

following:

1. Clamshell diverters in the duct had significantly
higher losses during transition flight than a but-

terfly door ventral nozzle concept that included

flow throttling at the geometric throat of the
cruise nozzle.

2. The vertical flight (hover) performance of the ven-
tral nozzles was improved by closing off the flow

at the cruise nozzle throat rather than by block-
ing the main duct flow immediately downstream

of the entrance to the ventral nozzle flow passage.

3. Throttling the flow tt{rough the ventral nozzle by

closing the forward two flow-vectoring exit vanes

instead of the aft two exit vanes resulted in higher
performance.

4. Ventral nozzle plume-totaI-pressure decay with

distance from the exit was increased significantly

when the nozzle exit area was segmented.

5. Ventral nozzles with segmented exit areas had

lower thrust performance than unsegmented noz-
zles because of a suckdown effect on the base areas

between the flowing segments.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
July 8, 1991
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axisymmetric nozzle vectored 15 °.
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(c) Ventral nozzle exit vanes at 45 °.

Figure 2. Concluded.
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Lower clamshell
diverter

Section A - A

(a) Installed diverter with lower clamshell at 20 ° deployment.

MS

41.168

4.10C u:

--', .500 _- h

Rear view

lamshell

diverter

Sedion A - A

(b) Installed diverter with lower clamshell at 30 ° deployment.

Figure 5. Clamshell flow diverter components and installed diverter at three deployments. All dimensions are
in inches unless otherwise indicated.
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(c) Ventral nozzle with clamshell diverter fully closed.

(d) Clamshell diverter for fully closed duct.

Figure 5. Continued.
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Figure 5. Continued.
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(g) 30 ° lower clamshell diverter.

Figure 5. Concluded.
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Figure 15. Effect of ventral nozzle location with and without variable-area turbine section centerbody extension
on ventral nozzle internal performance for butterfly door and clamshell diverter configurations at NPR -- 3.0.
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Figure 16. Wall static-pressure ratio in variable-area turbine section as function of NPR for butterfly door and
clamshell diverter ventral nozzles with and without centerbody extension.
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Figure 22. Butterfly door and clamshell diverter ventral nozzle internal performance with various nozzle exit

blockers at NPR = 3.0 and nozzle exit vanes at 90 °.
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Figure 26. Variation of ventral nozzle internal performance with geometric exit vane angle for butterfly door
and clamshell diverter ventral nozzles at NPR = 3.0.
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Flight

Configuration 5n, deg _,deg An, Sqin. Av, sqin. I_,deg regime
- C ruise

0 VfcNbS 1W7D2WTE1 0 - 4.00 - - C ruise

O V fcNbS1W7D2W7E2 20 - 4. O0 -

O V cBoNbS1W7D2WTE3 20 45 2.67 1.64 45 Transition

VcB0NbSIWTDzW7E 4 20 45 i.32 2.64 65 T ransition

I_ V cB0NbSIW7D2WI7E3 30 45 2.67 1.64 45 Transition

V cBON bSlW7D2W17E4 30 45 1.32 2.64 65 T ransition

O VcBoNbSIW7DzWTE9 - 45 - 2.64 90 Vertical
- 90 - 2.43 90 V ertical

O VcBINbSIE0 - 90 2.43 90 Vertical

O V cB2NbS1E9 - g0 2.43 g0 Verti cal

Cb V cB3NbslE9

(Shaded symbols indicate geometric throat area (At ) for each of the above configurations)

0

cA
1 2 3 5 0

10

Ii 80 5,deg
i00 90

Figure 30. Variation of effective throat area caAt with resultant-thrust-vector angle from cruise to vertical
flight for 2D-CD rear nozzle configurations with butterfly door ventral nozzle at NPR = 3.0. Dashed line
indicates extrapolation and fairing of data for 30° rear nozzle through transition range.
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Configuration 5n, deg ¢, deg An, sq in. Av, sq in. oqdeg Flight
regime

o VfcNbSIW7D2W7E6 15 - 4.00 - - Cruise

El VcBoNcSlwTD2w7E 6 15 45 1.92 1.97 20 Transition

VcBoNcSlw7D2w7E 6 15 45 2.98 .88 30 Transition

Z& VcB1NcS1E9 - 90 - 2.43 Closed Vertical

VcB2NcS1E9 - 90 - 2.43 Closed Vertical

Configuration 5n, deg ¢, deg An, sq in. Av, sq in. j], deg Flight
regime

r_ VcBONbStW7D2W7E7 15 45 3.28 1.64 45 Transition

a VcBoNbSlW7D2W7E8 15 45 1.71 2.64 65 Transition

VcBONbSlWTD2W7E9 - 45 - 2.64 90 Vertical

,_ VcB1NbS1E9 - 90 - 2.43 90 Vertical

(Shadedsymbolsindicategeometricthroatarea(At)for eachof the aboveconfigurations)

CdAt

0 1 2 3 4 5
0

120

11 70

tOO 90 80 ,5,deg

Figure 34. Variation of effective throat area cdA t with resultant-thrust-vector angle from cruise to vertical
flight for axisymmetric rear nozzle configurations with clamshell diverter and butterfly door ventral nozzles
at NPR -- 3.0. Dashed line indicates fairing of configurations with butterfly door ventral nozzle.
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